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NEWS ARCHIVES - ARTICLE Function published in Feature on January 9, 2018 Imagine what's waiting around the curve. Adventure. Discovery. Riches for the grip. That's why I'm sailing. - Captain Lannery Storm Four owning peoples face a desperate search for a legendary golden city, hidden in the heart of Ixalan. Will you join the
vampires of the Twilight Legion in their conquest march? Will you be with the people of the Empire of the Sun - and the dinosaurs who serve them - in the defense of their lands and heritage? Will you join the cunning merfolk of the River Heralds to deceive and disorient the invaders within the great forests? Or will you sail into the
Stormwreck Sea with the pirates of the Brazen Coalition, in search of looting and power? If The Art of Magic: The Gathering- Ixalan has unleashed your taste for adventure, you can experience it in these pages. Let author James Wyatt be your guide to the lost cities, dense forests, high seas, and ancient ruins of this world, as you give life
to Ixalan at your Dungeons &amp; Dragons gaming table. New breeds, new monsters, and tons of role-playing tips await within this treasure chest of rules and tradition. The gameplay mechanics in this supplement can be used in your D&amp;D campaign but are not fully tempered by game testing and design iterations. For these reasons,
the material in this supplement is not legal in D&amp;D Organized Play events. Published on Feature on January 9, 2018 Articles Plane Shift is WotC's periodic adaptation of whatever the last set of Magic: The Gathering. Normally, it's a book of miniature settings, but this time they released an adventure instead. Ixalan is a world of
adventure and exploration in which the Empire of the Sun (a Mesoamerican-inspired nation that worships and tames dinosaurs), the River Heralds (Merfolk Elementalists who are somewhat underdeveloped compared to the others), the Brazen Coalition (pirates), and the Twilight Legion (vampire conquistadors and their thralls) compete for
control of the Immortal Sun, a powerful (and currently mysterious) artifact that is currently located in the heart of the lost city of Orazca, somewhere on the continent of Ixalan (which is also the name of the plane; the Legion and Coaltion come from Torrezon, another continent, but none of the bloc's actions take place there.) I think one of
the challenges of running an adventure on Ixalan is that unless everyone wants to be part of the same faction, there's bad blood embedded between the characters. I think the adventure does a good job of presenting an adventurous party that includes members of all four but that it give them reasonable reasons not to be immediately at
each other's throats. What are people's best guesses for the new races, based on pre-gens? Ho: Ixalan Vampire * Darkvision 60 ft. * * a Necrotic * +2 Cha, +1 Con * Bloodthirst - drain blood from creature or willing target who is grabbed, incapacitated or restrained; hand-to-hand attack (+2 attack, 1 piercing and 1d6 necrotic damage); The
target's strike point has been minimized by necrotic damage inflicted until after a long rest * Blood Festival - when draining blood with Bloodthirst, your speed increases by 10 feet and you gain advantage over strength and dexterity controls and savings throws for 1 minute Merfolk (Green) * +2 Dex, +1 Wis (?) * Swimming speed 30 feet. *
Amphibian (breathe air and water) * Cantrip druid bonus Last modified: December 12, 2017 What are people's best hypotheses for new races, based on pre-gens? Ho: Ixalan Vampire * Darkvision 60 ft. * Necrotic Resistance * +2 Cha, +1 Con * Bloodthirst - drains blood from creature or willing target who is grabbed, incapacitated or
restrained; hand-to-hand attack (+2 attack, 1 piercing and 1d6 necrotic damage); the target's success point has been minimized by necrotic damage inflicted until after a long rest * Blood Festival - when you discharge blood with Bloodthirst, your speed increases by 10 feet and you gain advantage over strength and dexterity controls and
savings throws for 1 minute Merfolk (Green) * +2 Dex, +1 Wis (?) * Swimming speed 30 ft * Amphibian (breathe air and water) * Cantrip druid bonus I really want a setting guild for this, I actually liked the setting enough to get a prerelease of magic for the first time in years and I think the setting oozes just fun Merfolk on Ixalan are
elemental shapers, but they can't turn into animals. Here's my very rough attempt at a replacement feature of Wild Shape: Elemental Binding Starting at level 2, you can use your action to summon an elemental or plant creature you've seen before. You can use this feature twice. You buy back the uses spent when you finish a short or long
rest. The druid layer determines which elements can be associated, as shown in the Associated Elemental table. At the 2nd level, for example, you can summon any element or plant that has a challenge rating of 1/4 or less. Unlike the Wild Form ability, you can summon a creature that can fly or swim before the Table lists these abilities.
However, the creature you will be evoding will not have that ability. For example, if you evod a mud Mephit as a Level 2 Druid, it will appear but will not have access to its flight or swimming speed.) You may only have one of these creatures tied up at the same time. A creature can only be summoned in an environment that supports it.
(The Bound Elementals table is the same as the Beast Shapes table) Possibly an elemental for a number of hours equal to half the druid level. The associated elemental dissipates unless you spend another use of this function. Your bound elemental is an indistinct haze of elemental energy (or a poised inanimate jade totem, if you're an
Ixalan River Herald) unless you spend your turn focusing on it. While you focus this way, you can keep your focus on a spell you've already cast, but you may not take any more action. As long as you keep spending your turn focusing on it, your elemental can take action normally. Otherwise, it can only move. I have no idea how good this
feature is, but it is loosely based on the existing Wild Shape feature. Shaper circle To select this circle, you must have chosen to replace the wild shape feature with elemental binding. Binding Combat On the second level, get the chance to summon an elemental using your elemental bonding function as a bonus action. You can use the
same turn to focus on it, allowing it to act immediately. Also, while you have an elemental limit, you can use a bonus action to spend a magic slot to restore 1d8 response points per magic slot level in the elemental. Circle shapes Shaper secrets give you the ability to summon more dangerous plants and animals. Starting from the second
level, you can use your elemental bond to summon a plant or elemental with a challenge rating of up to 1 (ignore the Max. CR column in the Associated Elemental table, but you have to comply with the other limitations there). Starting at level 6, you can plant or elemental with a challenge rating equal to your druid level divided by 3,
rounded down. Elemental attacks Starting at level 6, attacks by your bound creatures count as magical in order to overcome resistance and immunity to non-malicious attacks and damage. Double Level 10 Bond, you can spend two uses of your elemental bonding feature to summon two creatures at once. Reduce the maximum CR of
creatures you can summon using your elemental bonding ability by 1 when you use it this way. Flexible Shaper At the 14th level, you are able to change the shape of the bound elemental with minimal effort. As a bonus action when you spend your turn focusing on allowing your bound elementals to act, you can change their shapes to any
other elemental form you're able to summon using your elemental bonding ability. They keep their current Hit Point total unless their new maximum Hit Point total is below hit point's current total. They must be able to fit into their new space and the environment in which they are summoned must support them. I don't know the Ixilan
tradition yet, but are vampires and merfolks physiologically very different from Zendikar's? I know ixilan vampires don't create anything, but other than that? I don't know ixilan tradition yet, but vampires and merfolks physiologically very different from Those of Zendikar? I know ixilan vampires don't create anything, but other than that? Well,
Ixalan vampires are on a sacred crusade of good orientation, and they're white instead of black on the color cake. Huh. No, no for Planeswalker PCs again, right? Or even PNG. Like, no Planeswalker unlocks whatsoever. Huh. There are still no rules for Planeswalker PCs, right? Or even PNG. Air shift: Amonkhet gave guidelines that
basically boiled down to the whole party being Planeswakers getting a skill similar to this: Planeswalking: As a one-minute ritual, you can leave the plane you currently occupy and arrive on another plane, in a place decided by your DM. If an attack or spell reduces your attack points to 0, you can launch a Charisma savings throw against
the damage you've just taken. In case of successful rescue, the character does not carry damage and planeswalks away on a dm choice plan. Planeshift: Amonkhet has advice on using planeswalker PCs. Plane change: Amonkhet gave guidelines that basically boiled down to the whole party being Planeswakers getting a similar skill to
this: Planeswalking: As a one-minute ritual, you can leave the plane you currently occupy and arrive on another plane, in a position decided by your DM. If an attack or spell reduces your attack points to 0, you can launch a Charisma savings throw against the damage you've just taken. In case of successful rescue, the character does not
carry damage and planeswalks away on a dm choice plan. Thank you! I thought Wizards had put a total wall between D&amp;D/M:tG for brand management/IP reasons. Page 2 Well, Ixalan vampires are on a sacred, well-supported crusade, and they're white instead of black on the color cake. I wouldn't call them or their crusade of good
inclination. This plays more in White being the color of order (although with the sword) and religion, than in the 'good'. The Twilight Legion as a whole is, after all, black-and-white (though the individual vampire cards are only white). After all, the setting is very much on the nose making the conquistadors literally blood-sucking vampires,
heh. Last modified: December 13, 2017 Thank you! I thought Wizards had put a total wall between D&amp;D/M:tG for brand management/IP reasons. They did it once. Of course they changed their minds, heh. Air travel: Amonkhet even alludes to the idea that planeswalkers can travel or even come from Faerûn. I don't know the Ixilan
tradition yet, but are vampires and merfolks physiologically very different from Zendikar's? I know ixilan vampires don't create anything, but other than that? Culturally, they're a little different, and the nature at the root of their vampirism is different, but I'm not sure you'd need different mechanics to represent them. Ixalan vampirism is a
blessing/curse that makes them officials in their ecclesiastical hierarchy. (Great of the language and images used for the Twilight Legion is taken from Catholicism). They feed on the blood of the culprits, although some of them have a more expansive view of what constitutes being guilty of others. Other. Vampirism is a disease that
ultimately derives from the influence of the titan Eldrazi Ulamog; they're actually not undead.) It seems that, based on the vampire pre-gen, they chose to let Ixalan vampires take advantage of physical checks after drinking blood, rather than healing, as zendikar vampires do. Merfolks are largely physiologically similar between Zendikar



and Ixalan, but Ixalan Merfolk all have a very strong connection to nature, and perhaps do not have much emphasis on intelligence. Probably the biggest difference is that the Ixalan merfolks are river dwellers and Zendikari merfolk are inhabitants of the sea. (Both can survive and function well outside the water, however.) Class creature
types that are used with them help emphasize their differences. Ixalan Merfolk are mostly Warriors and Shamans, with some Wizards and Scouts. Zendikari Merfolk are mostly soldiers and wizards, with some Rogues and Scouts. Thank you! I thought Wizards had put a total wall between D&amp;D/M:tG for brand management/IP reasons.
They used to be. Then they moved James Wyatt from the D&amp;D worldbuilding team to magic's. Art books are something of his pet project, and Planeshift supplements with D&amp;D statistics are part of it. Apparently he conducted a biweekly office D&amp;D game set on Innistrad that became very popular, and that helped break
down internal resistance. Or maybe Wizards changing CEOs is what he did. It's probably a number of things, but it's mostly James Wyatt who is willing and able to do the extra work to make it happen. I'm sure I was a little wrong. There is a good interview with him in one of the episodes of Magic Story Podcast. A search of the podcast
section of dailymtg.com shows it in the February 15, 2017 episode. Unfortunately there doesn't seem to be a way to connect to it. Putting Wyatt in the research field will narrow him down to that episode. Nice I always thought the Conquistadors would fit well with the D&amp;D. Vampires would be interesting for mine too for the non-Ixalan
settings. Personally, I think this is quite a waste of an air shift. The adventures are fun and all that, but the really good thing about air shifts are the mechanics and fluff they provide, which are much more important - they couldn't even be bothered to give us new race statistics! Personally, I think this is quite a waste of an air shift. The
adventures are fun and all that, but the really good thing about air shifts are the mechanics and fluff they provide, which are much more important - they couldn't be bothered to give us new race statistics! Presumably, they are waiting for the entire block to be out, and for the art book to be published before publishing the real Plane Shift:
Ixalan. That is not all we will have of this approach. Presumably, they are waiting for the whole block to be out, and the art book to be before they release the real Plane Shift: Ixalan. That is not all we will have of this approach. Eh, really? Well, if so, then I can't wait! Personally, I really hope that we will have both a real air change: Ixalan
and then an air change: Kamigawa; I really want to try some oriental advetures in 5e, and PS:Kamigawa seems our most likely source for races 5e Nezumi and Kitsune. Eh, really? Well, if so, then I can't wait! Personally, I really hope that we will have both a real air change: Ixalan and then an air change: Kamigawa; I really want to try
some oriental advetures in 5e, and PS:Kamigawa seems our most likely source for races 5e Nezumi and Kitsune. I am confident that we will have a real air change: ixalan too. I wouldn't hold my breath on the plane change: Kamigawa, though. Since they do plane shift articles and art of magic: the gathering books coinciding with the
current block setting, they should probably do another Kamigawa set. And according to the Rabiah Scale, I don't think one of them is likely. I feel your pain; Personally I would like a sequel to Homelands as mechanically worthy as the original Homelands were worthy of a tradition. Come to think of it... now that Wizards is moving away from
the two-set block structure, I hope they'll still do art of M:tG books and Plane Shift items for sets in the future. I guess it wouldn't be too different to make them for planes that get more than a set in a row, but it could be a lot of work if a plane gets just one set. Damn it, I'll be furious if not avaro: Dominaria and the corresponding art book.
That's what I've been waiting for since they started doing them! yes, they haven't said anything about art books in the future. There are two critical points: can they write more than 2 a year, and will a single set generate enough art to fill the book? Dominaria has an easy out per second; they can just use the art of older sets. Innistrad and
Zendikar's books tumped up in their previous blocks. So I expect Dominaria will dare an art book because their existing process can create one and it's a great 25th anniversary product. But then, who knows? Know?
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